Formation of new cortico-rubral synapses as a possible mechanism for classical conditioning mediated by the red nucleus in cat.
1.) By extracellular and intracellular recordings of the red nucleus (RN) cell activity, we investigated enhancement of signaling effectiveness at the cortico-rubral synapses underlying the establishment of classical conditioning mediated by RN in the cat. The classical conditioning of forelimb flexion was produced by pairing the conditioned stimulus (CS) to the cerebral peduncle (CP) with the unconditioned stimulus (US) to the forelimb skin at an interval of 100 msec for about a week. 2.) The increased responsiveness of RN cells to the CS was correlated with acquisition of the conditioned forelimb flexion, i.e. RN cells responded to the CS with higher firing probability in the animals which received the paired conditioning than those in the animals which received the CS alone or pairing of the CS and the US at random intervals or those in the naive animals which did not receive any training. 3.) Monosynaptic excitation of RN cells in response to the single pulse to CP was most enhanced in the animals which received the paired conditioning. By contrast, response of RN cells, as well as the behavioral response, induced by stimulation of the cerebellar interpositus nucleus (IP) was not enhanced after the paired conditioning. The difference between the responses to the stimulation of CP and IP suggested that the primary site of neuronal change is the cortico-rubral synapses. 4.) In the animals that received the paired conditioning, the excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) induced by stimulation of CP had fast-rising components superimposed on the normal slow-rising EPSPs. On the other hand, most of the CP-EPSPs recorded in the naive animals showed a slow time course. The slow time course of the CP-EPSPs has been attributed to the peripheral localization of the cortico-rubral synapses on the dendrites of RN cells. 5.) The electrotonic length of RN cells in the animals which received the paired conditioning was not shorter than that in the naive animals. Therefore, it was suggested that the appearance of the fast-rising component in the CP-EPSPs is cause by formation of the new cortico-rubral synapses on proximal portions of the soma-dendritic membrane of RN cells. 6.) Since it has been established that new synapses formed by collateral sprouting are retained for more than several months, the formation of new synaptic connections could underlie long-lasting behavioral modification.